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Encouraging known criminal impersonators and giving recognition to suspected foreign 
agents as lawful public servants?

http://www.legislature.mi.gov/documents/2015-2016/jointresolutionintroduced/House/pdf/2015-HIJR-
N.pdf

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION N 
A joint resolution proposing an amendment to the state constitution of 1963, by amending 
section 11 of article I, to require the government to obtain a search warrant in order to
access a person's electronic data or communication. 
As a responsible Citizen - A Sovereign American; an American State National, or any other resident of 
any other legitimate land jurisdiction---Just some things to consider before granting your endorsement, 
recognition and/or expressing your approval:

Is this legislative body who you believe them to be?
Is the Constitution to which this item refers Constitutional?
By whom is this legislation being introduced and sponsored?
Is this legislation restricted to what it specifies?
Does this legislation create specific conditions as it describes?  Can it be distorted?
 Are there additional specifications imposed or to be imposed in the future hidden and/or secretly 
embedded within the language of this legislation?  
To what entity expresses as “government,” does this bill refer?
Is there any legitimate “government” recognized as operating with the authorized delegated 
authority of the governed…the people!
Are those who are representing themselves as the lawful representatives of the people presented 
their proper credentials?
Are those representing themselves as authorized representatives of the people Constitutionally 
compliant?  63C Am. Jur. 2d Public Officers and Employees Summary
Who Are You?
Excuse me…BUT WHO ARE YOU?
If approved ---How can this information possibly affect the Constitutional status of the 
Citizens of Michigan in the future? Today or even In the past?
Is recognition of this bill granting legitimacy to past and future planned legislation by 
precedent?

arnie, just one of the people.
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